Assigning and Scheduling Service Visits in a Mixed Urban/Rural Setting
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Abstract—In this paper we describe a complex optimization application arising in maintenance scheduling, developed in close collaboration with an industrial partner. We have to plan and schedule preventive and corrective maintenance activities at customer sites by a group of traveling repair technicians. A specific property of the problem considered here is a mix of customers in both urban centers and rural areas. This means that travel times between customers must be considered when balancing overall workload for each agent. We discuss a problem decomposition compatible with current management practice, describe different solvers for the individual problem steps, and show results on real-world data from the industrial partner.

I. INTRODUCTION

In many industries, the after-sales service and maintenance of installed products is an important part of the overall business [4]. We here consider a problem where service technicians have to visit customer sites to test, maintain and repair machinery permanently installed at the customer location. Different types of products have varying service requirements, both in time required and in frequency of visits. During a working day, technicians visit multiple customer sites to perform required work. The travel between customer locations is part of the working time, but is not productive, so a good schedule minimizes travel, while performing required tests and repairs at the right time point. One specific aspect of the problem studied in this paper is a mix of urban and rural customer sites. While travel times inside cities can be quite short, visits to outlying rural areas may require a carefully planned tour of multiple days.

We developed this application in close collaboration with our industry partner, in a team comprising of domain experts, management and end users, as well as optimization experts. The constraints and overall solution approach were defined specifically for the client. Familiarity with individual installations and with specific customers is very important to maintain service quality, so an existing business rule is that all work at a specific customer site should be performed by the same technician, if at all possible. In our approach we have to follow this principle, which naturally leads to a decomposition of the problem into an assignment and a scheduling phase. Technicians are trained to work on certain types of equipment, and need additional training to deal with unfamiliar equipment. They may also have preferences either to work mainly inside their home town during regular office hours, or spending more time on the road visiting outlying locations. While travel from their home to the first local customer site and from the last local customer of the day back home is not considered working time for the technicians, they do have preferences about starting and ending locations, or places for their lunch break.

In our model we currently consider deterministic task duration and travel times. We describe how to balance service regions for each technician, based on the expected yearly workload of planned and unplanned operations. We use a pre-clustering of customer locations to reduce long distance travel, while at the same time reducing problem complexity. In order to reduce travel times within each service region, we use our optimization model iteratively, minimizing the diameter of each area, while balancing the workload between technicians.

The mobile workforce scheduling problem combines aspects of vehicle routing [11] with personnel scheduling [7]. It is a well studied problem, see [4] for a survey. Some studies focus on a specific industry, for example electricity [9], water supply [3], [28], copier repair [26] or elevator maintenance [20], [2], [29]. Others consider specific solution techniques, like large neighborhood search [5], [17] or genetic algorithms [22]. Heching and Hooker suggest the use of Benders Decomposition to solve a related problem of home-care scheduling [12], which was also considered in [23], [13], but solved using meta-heuristics.

Mobile workforce scheduling can have a large impact on operational cost: A tool for the mobile workforce management of BT Telecom is described in [18], [19]. It combines constraint programming with optimization to handle a multi-skilled workforce of 20,000 technicians, with up to 150,000 tasks per day. A different IT platform for dispatching UPS drivers is described in [14]. The tool provides optimized routes...
for all 55,000 drivers collecting and delivering packages for UPS in North America. It is expected to save $300M to $400M per year in operational cost.

The technical contributions of our paper are the combination of planned and unplanned work, and their required travel, in a yearly capacity model, reducing problem complexity by aggregation of customer sites, and the combination of one-day and multi-day tours in the scheduling solution, using a variety of tools and algorithms.

The paper is structured as follows: We begin with a description of the overall problem decomposition (Section II). We then describe the different stages of our solver, first a clustering method (Section III), then a discussion of Route Generation (Section IV), a refinement of Aggregated Route Generation in Section V, and finally, the scheduling model in Section VI. This is followed by an evaluation based on real-world end-user data in Section VII.

II. OVERALL DECOMPOSITION

In a complete workflow, an automated procedure should produce the detailed daily assignment of technicians to sites, considering the long-term workload, and achieving the least-cost solutions. But solving this complete problem in one step would be very challenging, so we propose a decomposition that follows existing management practice, and retains control for the different stakeholders. We split the scheduling into four phases, as shown in Figure 1.
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**Clustering Visits.** As a first step, sites in close proximity should be clustered together, to make sure that we are visiting these locations at the same time. **Route Generation.** The second step is to partition sites into sets (called routes in the industry), to produce a balanced assignment of sites to technicians, which respects the constraints and preferences involved, but also allows for schedules that require the least amount of travel. A core feature is stability of the assignment over time, as familiarity of technicians with their assigned sites improves service quality, and often increases customer satisfaction. **Monthly Schedule.** In the next step, we find monthly schedules for each technician, considering all mandatory and optional work that should be performed in this time period. For each day, a tour visiting one or multiple sites should be defined, that satisfies the working time rules, yet minimizes travel time. As activities have due dates, we also must avoid scheduling visits too early (lost time), and too late (penalties). Each technician is scheduled independently, considering the work assigned to them in the route assignment. **Daily Rescheduling.** At the day of operation, the predefined monthly schedule may require modifications. There may be unfinished work from previous days, or faults have been reported by customers, that require an unplanned repair visit. The daily scheduler therefore should reconsider the existing assignment, and modify it accordingly. As part of this step, work may be shifted between technicians, in order to handle urgent requests in a more timely manner. The module is similar to the Monthly Scheduler, but we do not cover the details of this element in the current paper.

We will now describe each of the modules in turn.

III. CLUSTERING

The clustering operation aims at grouping sites together that are close to each other to get a better estimate of the travel required. The intention is to visit all nodes in a cluster at the same time, requiring only one trip instead of multiple trips to each site. Note that this can work only for planned visits; unplanned repairs occur independently from each other, and do require a separate trip to each site.

Our clustering method is based on a simple graph-based representation. We build an undirected graph consisting of one node for each site. Two nodes are connected if either

- they are located in the same city
- or their distance is less than $d$ km
- or the user has entered a connection manually

We find all connected components in this graph, and group the sites based on their component number. The parameter $d$ gives us control over how easily items should be placed together.

IV. ROUTE GENERATION

The route generation phase is based on the generated components, and tries to partition the sites into sets (called routes), that have a similar yearly workload. As input components we use the clusters obtained in the previous step. At the core this is a bin packing problem where we want to find the correct bin size to pack all items (sites) into a fixed number of bins (routes), thereby balancing the workload assigned. We extend this core concept with an estimate of the amount of travel that will be assigned to each route, balancing not only the working time, but the total of work and travel time. We choose to use an off-the-shelf MIP solver to solve this problem instead of a bespoke CP solution [25], [24], [21], as there are few large items to be placed, resulting in poor constraint propagation.

We propose three models for this problem.
• The core model (described in Section IV-A) assigns individual sites to routes, and handles the main constraints and preference requirements.
• The virtual route center model (Section IV-B) also considers the distance between sites in the same route, and tries to find a compromise between balanced workload and small intra-route travel times. We use the concept of a virtual route center to group sites in each route more closely together. This method uses an iterative process that stops when the virtual centers stabilize. In each iteration, a version of the core MIP model is solved. The solution may be only a local minimum, so multiple runs with different starting conditions can be used.
• The aggregated route generation (Section V) first assigns (fractions of) components to each route, allowing a split of large components between multiple routes. Once the best overall split is known, it then assigns sites in the split components proportionally to all routes involved.

A. Core Model

We consider a problem with a set of sites \( B \), which should be assigned to routes \( R \) from a set of depots \( D \). The set of components \( C \) forms a partition of \( B \). Lower case symbols \( b, c, d, r \) denote members of these sets. In addition, we use the following constants:

- \( t_{ab} \): travel time between two locations \( a \) and \( b \)
- \( h_r \): home location for route \( r \)
- \( l_b/c/d \): location of site \( b \), component \( c \), or depot \( d \)
- \( v_{b/c} \): yearly planned visits to site \( b \) or component \( c \); \( v_c = \max_{b \in C} v_b \)
- \( u_b \): yearly unplanned visits to site \( b \), using a forecast based on historical data
- \( n_d \): number of routes allocated to depot \( d \)
- \( w_{rb} \): yearly work for site \( b \) when performed by route \( r \), includes travel time for unplanned, but not for planned visits
- \( q_{b}^{p/u} \): average time needed on a planned \( (p) \) or unplanned \( (u) \) visit to site \( b \)
- \( c_b \): component to which site \( b \) belongs
- \( p_{r/b} \): administrative region to which route \( r \) or site \( b \) belongs
- \( d_{r/b} \): depot to which route \( r \) or site \( b \) belongs in current assignment
- \( m_b \): route to which site \( b \) is assigned in current, manual assignment
- \( s_{r,b} \): true if route \( r \) is skilled to perform work in site \( b \)

We define the yearly work \( w_{rb} \) for site \( b \) assigned to route \( r \) as the total of all unplanned visits to the location, considering the working time and an estimate of the travel time, and the work performed in the site during all planned visits.

\[
w_{rb} := v_b q_{b}^u + u_b (t_{h_b,l_b} + q_{b}^p)
\]

(1)

Note that this is an approximation, as unplanned trips may start during the day in a location different from the home location.

We allow the following optional settings to enable/disable certain constraints and preferences as follows:

**respectProvince.** Work in each administrative area should only be assigned to technicians that are registered to work in that administrative area. If this is not enforced, then technicians missing the accreditation must perform the required training/exams, at extra cost.

**respectDepot.** Work currently assigned to a depot should not be assigned to workers from outside that depot. Any changes in depot assignment need agreements of multiple stakeholders, and are really management decisions. It can be useful to remove this restriction to see if any changes of the assignment would improve other cost factors, and which sites would be reassigned.

**keepAssignment.** Site \( b \) should stay with the current assignment \( m_b \). This may be required by the technician or the owner/operator of the site, and would be considered only for some sites.

**enforceSkills.** The equipment in site \( b \) requires training that not all technicians may have. When enforcing this constraint, the current training is taken into account: If it is not enforced, the optimal solution may require additional training for some technicians, but may also allow for less travel.

We define a Boolean function \( \text{infeasible} \) which, based on the options and constant values, decides if site \( b \) can be assigned to route \( r \).

\[
infeasible(r, b) := p_r \neq p_b \land \text{respectProvince} \land \forall d_c \neq d_b \land \text{respectDepot} \land \forall r \neq m_b \land \text{keepAssignment} \land \neg s_{r,b} \land \text{enforceSkills}
\]

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

We use three sets of variables in our core model. The Boolean variables \( x_{rb} \) denote if site \( b \) is assigned to route \( r \). The Boolean variables \( y_{rc} \) denote if component \( c \) is visited by route \( r \); there may be multiple routes visiting a component. The non-negative variables \( z_d \) denote an upper bound on the work load of all routes in depot \( d \). They are used to balance the workload between the routes of each depot.

The objective function (6) of the model consists of three parts. The first is the sum of the upper work load bounds for each depot, used to balance the workloads of the routes in the depot. We weight each term with the number of routes in the depot to give more importance to large depots. The second term considers the travel time used to visit the components for regular (scheduled) service. As we plan to perform all work in a component at the same time, we only have to consider this travel once for the component. The third cost element is the sum of the assigned workload for each route, which consists of the working at the site (both planned and unplanned), and the travel time required for unplanned visits.

Note that all cost terms are expressed as time durations, making them directly comparable.
the run-time of the solver is no longer acceptable. In order
of multiple runs. In an interactive problem solving setting,
findAssignment in Figure 2, which returns true if a
solution is found. The notation
\[
\min \sum_{d \in D} z_d n_d + \sum_{r \in R} \sum_{c \in C} y_{rc} t_{h,l} x_{c} + \sum_{r \in R} \sum_{b \in B} x_{rb} w_{rb}
\]  

subject to constraints (7) to (13). We determined the values for the
parameters \( \text{limit}=20 \) and \( \text{cutoff}=0.05 \) empirically.

We cannot assign a site to a route if that assignment is
infeasible given the current options (Eq 10). If a site in a
component is assigned to a route, the route must visit the
component (Eq 11). Each site must be assigned to exactly one
route (Eq 12). The work load assigned to each route in a depot
is limited by the upper workload bound for the depot (Eq 13).

B. Virtual route centers, minimizing intra route travel

One of the problems with the basic model is that it does
not consider any travel that may be required between sites if
the technician travels to multiple locations in the same trip.
Trying to express such constraints directly in the model was
not successful. Instead, we introduce the concept of a virtual
route center and introduce another cost term, the sum of the
distances between the virtual route center and all assigned
sites. We iteratively update the centers to the average of the
distances between the virtual route center and all assigned
sites. We introduce the concept of a virtual
route center, minimizing intra route travel

We introduce empirical constants for the partial
component assignment as follows:

\[ f_c = \text{smallest fractional assignment of component } c \]
\[ w_{c/b} = \text{yearly workload for site } b \text{ or component } c; \]
\[ w_c = \sum_{b \in C} w_{c/b} \]

We define the workload for a component to be the sum
of the workloads of its sites. We redefine the workload of
a site as the sum of the planned and unplanned work, plus
the unplanned travel (using the depot center as starting point).
This slightly redefines the workload from the \( w_{rb} \) definition
used in Section IV-A to remove dependency on the assigned
route.

\[ w_b := u_b(t_{rlb} + q^b_{lrb}) + v_b q^p_{lb} \]  

A. Partial Component Allocation

The first step of the aggregated solver is the (partial)
assignment of components to routes. We cannot simply assign
each component to a single route since

- this would reduce flexibility too much and might remove
  better solutions
- some components are too large to assign to a single route,
  and must be split.

We need a few more symbols for constants for the partial
component assignment as follows:

\[ f_c \]
\[ w_{c/b} \]
\[ w_c = \sum_{b \in C} w_{c/b} \]
If we want to keep some site assigned to a specific route, we have to make sure that the component is assigned to the route. For this we introduce a function \( \text{assigned}(r, c) \):

\[
\text{assigned}(r, c) := \exists b \in B \text{ s.t. } c_b = c \land m_b = r \land \text{keepAssignment}_b
\]  

(16)

The overall solver uses virtual route centers, and the overall iterative process defined in Figure 2. We now define the MIP model that is solved at each iteration \( k \).

The objective function in our aggregated model is the sum of the workload bounds for each depot, the assigned work to each route, and the distances from the virtual route centers to the assigned components. The new model is as follows:

\[
\min \sum_{d \in D} z_d n_d + \sum_{r \in R} u_r + \sum_{r \in R, c \in C} x_{rc} d_{htc}
\]

(17)

\[
\forall r \in R \forall c \in C : \quad x_{rc} \in \{0, 1\}
\]  

(18)

\[
\forall r \in R \forall b \in C : \quad y_{rb} \in [0, 1]
\]  

(19)

\[
\forall r \in R : \quad u_r \geq 0
\]  

(20)

\[
\forall d \in D : \quad z_d \geq 0
\]  

(21)

\[
\forall r \in R \forall c \in C : \quad y_{rc} \leq x_{rc}
\]  

(22)

\[
\forall r \in R \forall c \in C : \quad y_{rc} \geq x_{rc} f_c
\]  

(23)

\[
\forall c \in C : \quad \sum_{r \in R} y_{rc} = 1
\]  

(24)

\[
\forall r \in R \forall c \in C : \quad x_{rc} = 1 \quad \text{if} \quad \text{assigned}(r, c)
\]  

(25)

\[
\forall r \in R : \quad u_r = \sum_{c \in C} x_{rc} v_c t_{hc} t_c + \sum_{c \in C} y_{rc} w_c
\]  

(26)

\[
\forall r \in R : \quad u_r \leq z_d
\]  

(27)

The integer variable \( x_{rc} \) encodes whether or not we visit component \( c \) as part of route \( r \). We use fractional values \( y_{rc} \) to describe how much of the total work in component \( c \) is assigned to route \( r \). We then introduce non-negative, continuous variables \( u_r \) to describe the work assigned to route \( r \). The non-negative variable \( z_d \) gives an upper bound on the workload assigned to each route in depot \( d \). If we assign some work in the component to a route, then we must visit the component. If, on the other hand, we do not visit the component, then the assigned work fraction must be zero (Eq 22). If we visit a component, then we must assign a certain minimum amount of work to the route (Eq 23). The smallest value could, for example, correspond to one site. The work in a component must be split between the assigned routes, so their percentages must add up to one (Eq 24). If we want to pre-assign a site in a component, we also have to pre-assign the component to which it belongs (Eq 25). The work load for a route consists of the regular travel time to visit all assigned components and the proportion of the workload of the visited components (Eq 26). The workload of each route is bounded by the work load limit of the depot (Eq 27). If a component is assigned to a single route, then all sites in that component are automatically assigned to the route.

\subsection{Intra-Component Solver}

For each component \( c \) that is split between two or more routes, we have to solve the detailed site assignment inside the component. We introduce the work \( f_r \) that should be given to route \( r \) in component \( c \), based on the fractional value assigned in the optimal solution to (17), and the total workload of the component:

\[
f_r := y_{rc} w_c
\]  

(28)

The objective is to group sites in the component assigned to the same route together, again using the virtual route centers.

\[
\min \sum_{r \in R} \sum_{b \in B} x_{rb} f_{rb}
\]  

(29)

\[
\forall r \in R \forall b \in C : \quad x_{rb} \in \{0, 1\}
\]  

(30)

\[
\forall b \in C : \quad \sum_{r \in R} x_{rb} = 1
\]  

(31)

\[
\forall r \in R : \quad f_r (1 - \epsilon) \leq \sum_{b \in B} x_{rb} w_b \leq f_r (1 + \epsilon)
\]  

(32)

\[
\forall r \in R \forall b \in C : \quad x_{rb} = 0 \quad \text{if} \quad \text{infeasible}(r, b)
\]  

(33)

The decision variables \( x_{rb} \) state whether site \( b \) in component \( c \) is handled by route \( r \). Each site must be assigned to exactly one route (Eq 31). The workload assigned to each route is determined by the fractional values obtained from the optimal solution of the MIP in Section V-A. We allow an \( \epsilon \) variation of the workload to avoid infeasible sub-problems (Eq 32). We restrict the assignment of sites to feasible routes (Eq 33). If no solution can be found, we either have to increase \( \epsilon \) or have to introduce more constraints in the partial assignment model. This MIP is also run inside a virtual route center loop, as defined in Figure 2.

\section{Monthly Scheduling}

In this part of the problem solving process, we consider all activities that should be performed by one technician within one month. Some of those activities are pre-defined (monthly training sessions, planned holidays), whereas the visits to customer sites can be moved in time. Each planned visit has a due date during which tasks must be performed, at the risk of being paid. We can impose hard time-windows around the due date, increasing penalties for non-performance must be paid. We can impose hard time-windows around the due date during which tasks must be performed, at the risk of creating infeasible problems.

The working hours for the technicians usually are office hours, 08:00 to 17:00, with one hour lunch breaks. To visit remote locations, multi-day trips may be required, which incur overnight-stay costs, and additional allowances. If the technician is working in their home location, then travel from their home to the first customer of the day, and travel from the last customer back home is not considered as working time. For multi-day trips, that travel is considered working time.

To solve the monthly scheduling problem, we use a decomposition into two stages. In a first stage, we create feasible
configurations, sequences of visits to customers that satisfy the work rules and fill a working day. Ideally, we are able to produce all relevant configurations initially, otherwise a column generation [8] scheme is required, where we add missing configurations during the second stage. Alternatively, we could use a portfolio approach to improve performance of the set partitioning solver [15].

The second stage selects a single configuration for each day, so that the demand is satisfied, and early and late penalties are minimized. This is a version of a set-partitioning problem [10]. This use of configuration generation and set partitioning is well known for vehicle routing, going back at least to [6], [16], [27], we extend it here to also include the temporal, scheduling aspect.

A. Configuration Generation

A configuration is a sequence of activities with their start times, that describes a potential day of work for the technician. We distinguish single-day and multi-day configurations. A single day configuration will be performed within the home town of the technician. Work starts at 08:00 at the first site visited, and ends at the end of work at the last location visited. Travel between site locations counts as working time; traveling from and to home is not included.

Any trip that covers one or more activities, and allows enough time for travel to fit into the working time would be a valid configuration. We produce a set of possible configurations by dynamic programming [1], starting with configurations consisting of single activities, and travel tasks from and to home. Given a configuration, we then try to insert activities into the configuration, replacing one travel task with travel to the location of the inserted activity, then performing the added activity, and finally the travel to continue the trip. We only have to allow one insertion, for which we minimize the resulting travel time. We stop the process when we can no longer add new activities without exceeding the working time. We can reject many configurations that, for example, visit some component multiple times, or do not contain enough work.

To further improve quality, we can re-optimize the configuration after each step by solving a small traveling salesman problem, possibly re-ordering the activities to reduce total travel time. At the moment this step is skipped to enhance interactive performance.

B. Configuration Selection

We use the set of all activities $A$, the set of generated configurations $C$, and the set of days $D$ in the planning period. We also use a set $E$ of excluded days, where the person is assigned to other activities (training, holidays), and cannot be scheduled. This might also include the first days of the current scheduling period, if the technician finishes a multi-day trip started in the previous planning period.

We require the following constants:

- $p_{ca}$: Boolean which states if configuration $c$ contains activity $a$

\[ q_{cd} \] cost of running configuration $c$ on day $d$

\[ m_c \] duration (in days) of configuration $c$, used to handle multi-day trips

\[ n_a \] cost of not performing operation $a$ in the planning period

We use Boolean decision variables $v_{cd}$ to state that we schedule (or start, for multi-day trips) configuration $c$ on day $d$. We may not be able to handle all activities in the given time period. Instead of just reporting an infeasible problem, we use Boolean variables $u_a$ to postpone activities until the next time period. The objective (34) is to find the best selection of configurations to run on each day, so that their cost (earliness and lateness), together with the penalties for non-performed activities, is minimized. Each activity must be either performed once in one configuration on one day, or must be postponed until after the current planning period (Eq 37). Finally, we state that on each day $d$ we can run at most one configuration, allowing for a case with so little work that we can have a free day as well. To handle multi-day configurations, we consider all starting days $d'$ for a configuration $c$ so that the configuration is still running on day $d$ (Eq 38). We also state that each configuration can be used at most once (Eq 39). For all excluded days in set $E$, we cannot be running any configurations, including multi-day trips starting earlier, but not finished yet on day $d$ (Eq 40).

VII. Experiments

For the experiments we use a real-world data-set provided by an end-user, which includes 5 depots in 3 administrative regions, handling 18 routes for 1,252 customer sites. Over the one year planning horizon, we have to consider 79,454 activities for assignment and scheduling. All experiments were run on a 2.9GHz Intel i7 laptop with 64Gb of memory, using Cplex 12.63 as the MIP solver.

Figure 4(a) shows the number of clusters found as a function of the distance $d$ between neighbors selected. As $d$ increases, the number of clusters decreases rapidly. Enforcing the clustering together for sites in the same city (dotted) only
has an impact for small values of \( d < 10 km \). We use a value of
\( d = 20 km \) to generate close to 100 clusters in our experiments.

In the connected component based clustering, some sites
may be in the same component, even though their distance is
greater than distance limit \( d \), as they are connected through
a chain of other sites, each at a distance of less than \( d \).
Figure 4(b) considers the fraction of all pairs of sites that
are in the same cluster, but whose distance is greater than \( d \).
We see that there is a local minimum for \( d = 18 km \), where
less than 6% of clustered pairs exceed the distance limit. This
further justifies our choice of \( d = 20 km \) in our experiments.

Table I compares the three models presented in Sections IV
and V on the same problem instance. We report the amount of
work scheduled, the total travel time estimated, the standard
deviation of the total time allocated to each route, the average
time of a trip within a route, the number of iterations of the
model run, and the total run-time, marking with TO when
a timeout of 300 seconds was limiting the search. All three
models allocate the fixed work in all customer sites, while the
travel time and the balance between the route workloads is
quite similar. As the core model ignores the travel within each
route, its average trip duration is more than twice the value
of the moving route center model. The average trip duration
of the aggregated model is slightly worse than for the moving

Figure 5 considers the impact of varying the clustering dis-
tance between 1 and 30km on the aggregated route generation
algorithm, (a) shows the run-time, (b) shows solution quality.
We again distinguish the case where we also automatically
cluster cities (shown in blue, with \( x \) markers) or where we only
use the distance to clustering locations (red, with \( + \) markers).
We see that both run time and solution quality vary only very
little with the choice of parameter, with the exception of values
smaller than 5km, where, without clustering cities, many small
clusters lead to larger problems to solve, while over-estimating
the travel times. Similar results are obtained when using other
clustering methods.

We evaluated the Schedule Model with the results of the
Aggregated Route Generation model, by varying the time
window in which a task can be scheduled before and after its
due-date. As the time window increases, more and more tasks
must be considered together in a configuration, therefore the
number of configurations increases rapidly with the parameter
value. Table II shows results for different time window sizes.
We list the run-time (in seconds), the value of the objective
function, the distance traveled for all routes, and the number of
configurations generated.
TABLE II: Schedule Results for One Month Based on Time Window Parameter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Window</th>
<th>Run-Time (s)</th>
<th>Cost (€)</th>
<th>Travel (km)</th>
<th>Configurations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>62.38</td>
<td>100,006.17</td>
<td>25,621.99</td>
<td>71,050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>77.68</td>
<td>98,429.33</td>
<td>24,724.10</td>
<td>97,913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>172.73</td>
<td>94,653.00</td>
<td>22,365.61</td>
<td>194,697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>505.93</td>
<td>91,480.83</td>
<td>20,568.48</td>
<td>97,913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2,273.85</td>
<td>89,372.17</td>
<td>19,299.16</td>
<td>1,192,461</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We see that the run time required increases with the number of configurations generated, while both total cost and distance traveled decrease with increasing time window. On the other hand, an increase in the time window increases penalties for both early and late performance of tasks.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown a complex assignment and scheduling problem from industry that has been solved by decomposition into sub-problems following current business practice. Our approach uses a variety of algorithms and optimization methods, from inter-site travel time through route planning on OSM data, clustering, partial component allocation into sub-problem assignment, configuration generation using dynamic programming with travel and task times, and finally scheduling via set partitioning. Future work will investigate more stochastic elements of the problem (especially travel times and task duration), as well as integrating more, potentially conflicting, preferences of the various stakeholders.
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